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Clowns now resorting to stealing from high level cabal bank accts 

 

*alt media ouro borus eating itself away, like the cabal a cesspool of agency driven narrative, trolls, 

govt and agency shills, thieves of the money types, energy vampires, egotistical self aggrandizers 

and thieves of the truth *aug typing abilities, on internet 24 hours, obfuscation of truth, 

ramsaur/corey connections, disappointed with Lily, aug has some extraordinary knowledge but 

refuses to condense into bite sized chunks so all people can grasp, I will not tolerate condescention, 

ridicule, demaeaning, dismissive and elitist attitude being portrayed and demonstrated to our 

members from anyone, no one gets removed from our group without several warnings, Aug was 

asked to quit many times and continued to abuse the members and himself. You don't teach people 

in that tone and manner and expect them to learn and be receptive to you. *heather ann tucci jarraf 

arrested, Winston Shrout facing jail, Sean David Morton guilty of fraud of alt media members and 

also involves other headliners in alt media both complicit with him and some who were scammed 

themselves, Stan Romanek allegedly facing child porn charges although debatable at this point. 

*hatj arrested. (Stillness in the Storm Editor) SITS is Corey sidekick promoter Justin deschamps. 

Heather Ann Tucci-Jarraf, OPPT trustee and Treasury Direct Account usage (TDA) promoter was 

arrested in Washington D.C. recently. The nature of her arrest was peculiar and could be an effort 

on the part of the shadow government to make an example of a rather public figure who is 

advocating the use of the TDAs. also involved with the blog Neil Wolfe who was visiting the 

courtroom/jail wednesday morning, Neil Wolfe who along with Neil Keenan did their best to make 

non existant mud stick against me, as their background checks against me came up with nothing. 

Keenan and WDS are also mentioned in the blog update, the plot gets wider and deeper by the day. 

*Cindy Kay Currier has also been arrested according to the local scuttlebutt. If so, that is to be 

expected. She has a record for bunko and has been pushing the bogus Swissindo "prosperity funds" 

offer. *how far have we come to weed out alt media william mount, tory smith, jay essex, kent 

dunn, owkj, currier, dani and lisa oppt, others have been heavily discredited like zen gardner, simon 

parkes, fulford, gilliland and his rv guru bs'ery, weber, brassard, tolec and on and on it goes. Then 

the programs made clear like nesara, gesara, rv's, who and what are the chinese elders and who they 

are run by, same applies to the multi colored dragon groups of which only 3 are real, green, black 

and blue and none are good either. The switching out of people like Collier, Tolec and Fulford and 

possibly as I suspect cobra Exposed there is more than one CIA, their connections to nato/nazi and 

creation of all the rogue terrorist groups in the middle east Then the bigger ones exposed like Greer 

and Bassett, which was the forerunner to the Wilcock/goode/gaia tv axis of bs'ery, the 

interconnectedness of that group has yet to be fully exposed, like cabal it goes deeper again. 

 

Ended and exposed large chunks of the fear porn cern, nibiru, pop reduction, ww3, zombies, H1N1, 

Ebola scares, EMP's,fema camps, bluebeam, yellowstone, new madrid fault, bogus Pleiadians, 

various other false flags, warned of the dangers of technology, exposed the criminal waste of our 

money the govt and factions waste on an enormous magnitude, exposed the futility of voting for the 
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2 faces 1 mask illusion of govt, income tax fraud, new age bs'ery, word and dark magic, cult and 

occultism, merkabas, symbols, channeling, et biospheres which were harvesting plants, 3d to 5d 

nonsense, flat earth script that came directly out of langley to sidetrack people and groups, is it sad 

so many fell or were not as it said on the tin? you bet, but we still live in a competive and competing 

world, it is killing us slowly The importance of shadow and inner work We have learned baout 

loops 13k and 4 years AI, Earth constructs, holographic technology, mirror tech to create illusions 

and also shield predators from being seen, avatar bodies, synthetic people, living souls, hybrids, 

draco, reps, watchers,Levashov material, Svali shows, introduced the factions to the community, the 

future of humanity show detailign the past the now and the future and whether we had one or not, 

parents, covens, archons, 2 worlds This show host introduced some of his own knowledge and 

theories as well as help from others like the factions, 2 worlds theory, 4 year loop The UPU show 

with the extraordinary translation of that language was an event in itself members given advanced 

warnings on whole range of topics and people that gave them time to process, not completely lose 

it, many have struggled with the volume but this show did warn ahead of it and unfortunately we are 

all victims of warning and dates coming and going and the let down that brings, largely I have 

avoided dates for that reason, but understand the reluctance of some to do the work etc as so many 

let down of 2 weeks or Rv coming every 3rd day that ultimately leads to burn out. Are you same 

person as 4 yrs ago? how do you feel you have developed? we learned a new word lol that caught 

on surprisingly well bs'ery, add in clowns, the rv regurgitated vomit 

 

From UV to CV but not to RV or TV and now THI We lost members who passed too soon like 

Martin Jones, Rodney deloach, Pat johnson and others Doing this stuff not easy, you are always 

there to be shot at, or in one particular case threatened to be taken out, it is massively time 

consuming with no pay for doing it, it comsumes you literally 24/7, down time there is very little, 

thinking up ways to improve things, working out how to solve problems micro and macro, shows 

may end this evening but planning for next one starts in the morning, involves dealing with various 

people on various timezones of various cultures and backgrounds. I have managed to do it by 

keeping one step ahead, to see from an overview, enhanced wisdom, picking and choosing when to 

battle when to not, picking right time to deliver information and how is important, by judging the 

mood of the listeners and members. I would like to thank many people for my development on the 4 

year non loop journey, unlike some others I was not given scripts, program downloads, part of the 

cabal or part of the programs, I have done a lot of research to get where I am today, many many 

thousands of hours of dedicated truth seeking, condensed into an attempt of all inclusive unlike 

others. Drake for giving me the platform initially, denise and gramy j, Chloe, Tanaath and 

especially Sunfire, Andrew Simmons all provided support and knowledge. Admin thanks to Holly, 

James and Victoria, website support Michael Joaquin. Support, knowledge, friendship and advice 

Randy maugans, Shane the ruiner and Alan and steve from OYM, special thanks for the Foundation 

people for their knowledge and support also. We have learned there are no easy paths to the 

enlightened or golden age, it takes hard work by the all, no ET's coming to save us, no government 

was ever designed to save the people or particularly do right by the people We have learnt how to 
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better discern, be more caring, more sharing, more supportive, more empowered, better 

understanding of you and the world around you.  

 

 


